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1.2 Running the installer

mz3Photobook
The mz3Photobook installer must be run after the download, and the usual questions 
have to be answered/accepted:

license terms

Create icon on desktop (highly recommended!)

Start mz3Photobook immediately

mz3Viewer
If you followed the recommendation in  1.1 Download the mz3Photobook installer   and 
also downloaded the installation program for the mz3Viewer, you can and should install 
it now as well.

The big advantage is that you can immediately view a published Offline Book with a 
single click from within the "Publisher PopUp"!
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1.1 Download the mz3Photobook installer

mz3Photobook can be installed on a Windows or macOC PC.

The appropriate installer for the respective platform must be downloaded:

It is also recommended to download Mz3Viewer, the installer for offline books (local books).

If you are interested in the "full" Tool for MegaZine3, download and test the demo version of Mz3Tool6. This is much more powerful but also 
pretty complex!

If you need to include video or audio or links in the book, then Mz3Tool6 might be a valuable option!

1.2 Running the installer  

2.0 Registration  
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2.1 Start-Window

At the first start a "dummy book" with 2 empty pages is created

Since no license key is known and assigned at that time, the "New Book" Window is 
opened:

You immediately could drag any folder that conts some but not too many potos into this 
window

4.1 Drag&Drop Folder into a Mz3 Photobook Window  

Or you first prepare everything folllowing the steps explained int Chapter 

3.1 Introduction  

→  Content  
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2.2 Registration-Window

All settings concerning the license or activation keys are done in the

"Registration window". This window opens automatically as soon as you have created a 
new book. However, you can also open the window at any time via the "Help - 
Registration" menu item:

The Register window can be used for several tasks related to a license or activation:

Enter another license

Change the base URL

Remove the license assignment of the current book, i.e. use the book as a DEMO 
Book.

Remove the assignment of an activation key of the current book.

Assign a (different) license to the current book.

Buy additional license(s).

Buy additional activation keys.

2.2.1 Enter the Product Key
In the lower area of the window the license key can be entered.

Either by a manual input (error-prone!), but better as a copy or by Drag&Drop from the 
order confirmation.
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The key is immediately checked for syntax and if complete and following the syntax rules, 
it is looked up in the MegaZine3 database . That's why an internet connection is 
necessary).

2.2.2 Enter BASE URL
If the key is found and matches the mz3Photobook program, an input field will open 
where the base Internet address (base URL) must be entered.

This will be the address (the subfolder on the server) where all future books assigned to 
this license will be stored and then retrieved.

It must be a valid Internet address, i.e. the syntax (the structure of the address) must be 
correct. However, the full path does not have to exist yet.

However, it is necessary that the domain (this is the first part in the address, in the 
following example: "mz3-photobook.de") exists and is registered!
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🚩 What to do if you don't have a web server at all and only want to view the 
books  locally in Mz3 Viewer? 
If you don't know the address or your future planned domain is not registered 
yet or if you only want to use Mz3 Viewer for Offline Books (books stored on a 
Windows or macOS PC), you can use any (placeholder) domain.

Examples for a placeholder domain:

google.com 

acme.com 

mz3-fotobuch.de

The "correct" domain and Internet base address (base URL) can be adjusted and set later. 

🚩 Note: The pure domain (address of the website) is also accepted as base URL, 
i.e. setting just the domain as baseURL is sufficient!
However, it is recommended to store all books in a separate subfolder to keep 
the main folder "clean".

An Internet connection is also required for this check!

If the license key and base URL are correct, the values are stored in the program and can 
be used.

Once both the license and the activation key have been successfully entered, the license 
key is added to the list of license keys and the BASE URL is shown in the title:
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2.2.3 Assign License to the current Book
Right after you added a license it can be assigned to the current book

If the entered key was already entered earlier, possibly on another PC and a book was 
created, the used BASE URL for that book, i.e. the Internet address, under which the book 
was already activated, is used automatically as BASE URL for the currently entered license 
key! 

🚩 Remark: A base URL only can be changed if no book is activated. 
You had to remove all activation keys first before the base address can be 
changed. 
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A license key must be assigned to each new book again. The last license key is not used 
automatically, because several license keys can be entered.

Multiple license keys make sense or are necessary if you need books under different 
BASE addresses. But that's a special use case.

→  Content  
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2.3 In-App Purchase (SHOP Button)

The SHOP button can be used to access the order form to buy additional activation keys. 

A purchase of activation keys is only possible this way: As an "in-app" purchase!

Reason: Activation keys are assigned to a license key. 
Therefore the corresponding license key must be linked to the order. This is done 
automatically as hidden parameter field of the purchase form.

In addition, name and email fields are already pre-filled, so you only need to adjust the 
number of activation keys and the settings for the payment conditions.

A click on the  opens the purchase form of our retailer Digistore24:  SHOP Button
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2.4 Activation Key

As soon as a book has been created for use in the Internet  (i.e. an Online Package that 
will be be stored on a server was created, see  4.0 Create a Book ), an activation key will 
be automatically requested from the MegaZine3 server and assigned to the book.



The assigned and thus "consumed" activation keys are displayed in a separate table in 
the registration_window, together with a bunch of other information.

🚩 Note: Since the base URL has now been used to build the final Internet address 
of the book, it can no longer be changed (the input field for the base URL is no 
longer displayed)! 
If the base address has to be changed, first all activations have to be selected 
and then removed. With the consequence, that all (!) books must be created 
again.
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2.4.1 Request Activation Key

If there are still free, unused activation keys for the currently assigned license, these are 
automatically used when an "online book" is published.

You don't have to/can't request activation keys yourself.
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2.4.2 Remove Activation Keys

There are many reasons to remove an activation key once it has been assigned; and thus 
making it available again, e.g.:

You mis-spelled the Base-URL 
A base URL can only be changed if no activation keys are consumed for the 
selected license; i.e. the table of activation keys must be empty and hidden. 
Only in that case the input field for the base URL is displayed again and can be 
used to enter the modified BASE URL! 
You can select all activation keys (as usual with SHIFT-click) and delete all 
together.

You want to change the Book Name 
In this case, you can remove the activation with the "wrong" book name. 
Afterwards, the folder with the images that build the book should be renamed to 
show the correct, new name. That name will be used for the new book, once the 
folder is droped on MZ3 Photobook.

Then the steps  2.3 Assign License to the current Book  and  4.0 Create a Book  
must be executed again.

 

You want to substitute a Book 
If only the latest version of  a Book will be shown Online, the assigned Activation 
Key can be removed and is available for hte new book. 
Please delete the old Book from the Server; it will work in DEMO-Mode anyhow.

Removing an Activation Key is pretty simple::

Select the Book theat should be removed in the List of Activations and click 
"DELETE"

After confirming the questions in the Pop-Up that opens, the Online and Offline 
Books are deleted and the Book is put into DEMO Mode.
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As final Step please delete the old book on the Server.

To remove an activation key, you must be connected with the Internet.

Books without assigned Activation Key are in DEMO Mode and sow a watermark on 
Pages.

The Registration overview table shows the number of available and used Activation Keys.  
And in case that all Activation Keys have been removed, the Input Field for the Base URL 
is shown again.
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3.1 Introduction

To achieve good results of an automatic creation of a photo books, some preliminary 
work should be done. These minimal preparations help to set the correct book name and 
Internet address.

Check the names of the files. 
The order of the pictures depends on correctl file names!

To help the readers of the book to better understand your photos, you should 
consider adding information about the current photo in form of an image 
caption.  
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3.2 Create a new Folder for the Collection of Images

All images of a book must be collected in a book specific folder.

There should be no other files in this folder, even if mz3Photobook filters files for 
matching name extensions (.jpg or .png).

It is possible to use an existing folder if the name should become the book name. 
But normally you want to use only a selection of photos and not all found in an existing 
folder. 
You also might want to combine images from different folders.

With a new folder you can freely choose the folder name and with that the name of your 
book and the final Internet address (URL)..

Examples of folder names to give you an idea:

Vacation Trips 2022

Italy in May2022

Lake Garda

Birthday Party Grandma April 2022

2022-10

You may use space and umlaut characters.
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3.3 Collect Photos

Images are quickly collected using the on-board tools of the respective operating system:

Find the folder with the desired photos

Select the photos to be displayed in the book

Copy (!) the selected photos into the prepared folder

These steps are performed for each folder from which you want to use/copy photos.

If there is already an image with the same name in the folder, you should use the option 
to copy the image additionally but under a new name.
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3.4 Rename Images

Once all the photos have been copied and compiled into the folder created specifically 
for the new book, you should check the names.

Often the images are already numbered "appropriately".

If the numbering looks good, you can safely try and drag the folder into mz3Photobook 
and check the result.

If the order of images is not as expected, you have to rename at least the wrongly sorted 
pictures.

You are on the safe side, if you add a consecutive number to each name.

If only a few images are in the wrong place, it is often sufficient to give these images a 
name that results in a correct sequence. This is not always feasible and depends  on the 
names of the images!

If the names already contain a number, you can try to give the image to be 
inserted a number that is between the number of the previous and following 
image.

If the names do not contain numbers, the alphabetical order is decisive.

You are on the safe side, if you adjust the names of each image and add a sequential 
number. Depending on your preference, this can be inserted at the beginning or at the 
end  of the original file name.

We recommend the following procedure:

Rename the file name so that a 4-digit number built that can be appended at the 
beginning or at the end of the file name.

These 4 digits consist of a consecutive number in steps of 10, with as many 
leading zeros that always 4 digits are the result.

Insert a separator between the original file name and the 4-digit number block. 
As separator  a hyphen "-" or an underscore "_" is suggested.

Example:

These 6 files should be placed in date order:

photo-April  10 2022.jpg

testPhoto 2022-8-5.jpg

My favorite 08.2021.jpg
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Photo abced.jpg   (the file explorer ahows a creation date of 06/15/2022)

DSC09486.JPG   (the file explorer ahows a creation date of 10/29/2022)

DSC09189.JPG   (the file explorer ahows a creation date of 10/02/2022)

An "ideal" numbering schema could be like this:

Photo abced-0010.jpg    2021-06-15

My favorite 08.2021-0020.jpg   2021-08

photo-April  10 2022-0030.jpg  2022-04-10

testPhoto 2022-8-5-0040.jpg   2022-08-05

DSC09189-0050.JPG    2022-10-02

DSC09486-0060.JPG    2022-10-29

Later you could insert additional images, e.g. between "photo-April  10 2022-0030.jpg" 
and 
"testPhoto 2022-8-5-0040.jpg":

photo-April  10 2022-0030.jpg

missed-but important-0035.jpg

testPhoto 2022-8-5-0040.jpg

This even offers the option to insert another imagage again; before or after the already 
inserted image.

This sounds like a big effort, and indeed: It is. 
But most of the time, you only have to manually correct file names of a few images.  
E.g. if pictures from different folders and from different cameras are combined.  
Otherwise you can often "throw" the pictures into the book without any changes, and the 
result is as expected.

Therefore our recommendation to simply give it a try first ;-)
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3.5 Add Image Captions

Introduction
Photos almost always contain additional information about e.g. camera settings, camera 
typ or even the location where the photo was taken.

This information is usually not visible because it is not displayed together with the photo.

There are various programs which can help displaying such additional data (usually called 
"EXIF" data), e.g.

xnview

Adobe Lightroom

Windows Explorer

The additional data contains a lot of information about the camera like aperture, shutter 
speed, camera type, etc.

And when taking pictures from a smartphone, the GEO position (shooting position) is 
usually also included in the EXIF data. However, you must have granted saving the 
positioning before taking the picture.

3.5.2 Add labeling
In addition to the data automatically captured by the camera/smartphone, more data can 
be entered manually, e.g.:

Image description/caption.

Name of the photographer

Copyright information

In interaction with Mz3 Photobook the caption of the images is especially interesting, 
because this text is also evaluated and displayed by the program!

3.5.2.1 Add a caption text with Windows Explorer 
Even with the help of Windows Explorer a picture can be labeled!

Do do so, these steps are necessary:

Find the image in the explorer and right-click to show the "Properties".

https://www.xnview.com/de/xnview/
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Click on the "Details" tab to see the Exif data.
The first entry is already "Title", and this is the parameter that will be displayed in 
the book as image caption.

Enter the desired text in the field of "Title" and confirm with "OK

That's all! If this image is placed in the book, the entered text will appear under the 
image!

Identify the photo you want to 
"enhance". Then right click and select 
"properties"

Click the tab "Details" to see the EXIF 
data. 
Title is the field where you want to 
enter your image descripton (caption)

BTW, The name "Title" is misleading in combination with Mz3 Photobook: 

Mz3 Photobook uses the entered meta text (named "title" or also "header" or "caption" 
in Windows Exploerer or other tools) is positioned in the book UNDER the image as 
caption! 

Reason: 

It is possible to enter not only your own text, whis is used as caption as decribed above, 
but it is also possible to enter another text, which is used as title/header of the image. 
That text is not saved in the image (there is no standard field defined for it) but only in 
Mz3 Photobook. 

Result of this edit in the final book:
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3.5.2.2 Displaying and changing data with xnview
xnview is a very powerful tool! If I had to describe all functions, this would become an 
own thick manual ;-)

Here I only show how to display the EXIF data and how to add a GPS position to the 
picture afterwards! 

🚩 Remark: Don't even try entering an image caption/Title with xnview! 
Obviously there is a problem of how xnview is handling the EXIF/desciption 
field. Whatever you enter as Caption or description cannot be read by Windows 
Explorer and Mz3 Photobook neither. 
This was reported a couple of times but it seems that even with the latest 
version 
v1.3.1 64 bit as of Nov 2022 this is not solved (yet?). 
Please use Windows Explorer or other tools instead!

The overview window of xnview is already pretty expressive: 
Select a picture and you will see a lot of details. To see the saved meta data of the 
selected photo click "EXIF":
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Change or enter GPS data

After a click on "Tools" a first selection menu appears. Select "Metadata" first and then  
"Edit GPS data" to enter or modify a GPS position:
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A small window opens with the GPS position and altitude, if already available:

Here you can enter your own data.  
Many map programs like maps.google show the GPS data of the marker position and 
you can copy the values:
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To get the position so you can copy it follow these steps:

Open maps.google

Search the position and click on it; a marker will be placed

Right click the marker to get the little pop-p window with the position in the first 
line

copy both latitude (left value) and longitude (right value) into the respective fields 
in the xnview window as shown above.

Confirm and the position will be saved in the image. 
The original image is kept and renamed to be safe...
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3.6 Book-Layout

Before creating a new book, the appearance of the book can be customized.

This option is only available via the "File - New book" menu item.

The "New Photobook" window opens:

These settings are currently supported:

Page and Book Background-Color ( 3.6.1  Select Backround Colors ) 
Select one of the three offered styles for page/book background color



Pick the text size for image title and caption( 3.6.2 Adjust Text Sizes )

Select a Border size ( 3.6.3  Adjust Border Width )

Select show or hide "EXIF" Meta Data ( 3.6.4 Show or hide Exif-Data ) 
EXIF data is stored in the photo by the camera or image processing program, e.g. 
camera data or the shooting location. 
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Your optionally manually added caption also becomes part of EXIF Data 
( 3.6.4 Show or hide Exif-Data ) 
EXIF Data can be shown in the book; or hidde... Your choice
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3.6.1 Select Backround Colors

Three different combination of page/book background colors are offered.  
Select the one that best fits the style of your fotos:

Light Page - Dark Book Background Color (first Option)

Sand Page- Grey Book Background Color (middle Option)

Dark Page- Grey Book Background Color (last Option)

Once you select one of these options, these screenshots are shown in a preview window 
to give you an idea how the book might look.
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3.6.2 Adjust Text Sizes

Text-Size of Image Title and Caption
The first image is given a title. The title corresponds to the book name.

If photos contain "EXIF" data, a caption can be added to each image.

How this can be added to an image is shown in section  3.5 Add Image Captions  

The size of these texts can be adjusted.

If you select another size, a corresponding screenshot of a page wshowing the relative 
text size, so you can easily get an idea.

Often the default setting fits. But if you know that you have long texts, for example, or 
the book is always displayed in full screen mode on a large screen, a smaller text can be 
useful.

Here are two examples:

Both Title and Caption  "extra small"

Title "extra extra", Caption "medium"
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3.6.3 Adjust Border Width

Border Width
Usually every image is framed.

The color of the frame depends on the selected color of the page background.

The frame width can be adjusted individually.

The following screenshots show 3 exemplas:

Extra small

Medium

Large
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In most cases the default setting should be a good fit.
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3.6.4 Show or hide Exif-Data

It is your choice to show or hide the EXIF data (see  3.5 Add Image Captions ) in the 
book.



In most cases (I guess ;-)) you want to share that data, because it will be of interest for 
the reader to have the option to look up the location, where the photo was taken!

The reader also might be interested in seeing what camera type and camera settings had 
been used for the specific photo.

But there might be books for an audience where such details better should be hidden.

You choose your preference via the "Show META Data" checkbox:
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4.1 Drag&Drop Folder into a Mz3 Photobook Window

The easiest method to create a new book is to drag and drop the folder with the 
compiled and prepared images (see  3.3 Collect Photos ) into a window of the running 
mz3Photobook program.



In most cases the "best-fit window" will be opened automatically, i.e.

If no book is available: THe "New Book" Window

If a book already was built but no license assigned yet: The "Registration" Window

And if the book is ready to be published, i.e. it was built and a license assigned:  
The "Publish PopUp" Window

The "New Book" and Main Window are available as destinations for a dragged folder: 

4.1.2The "Book Layout Settings" Window
This window is opened via the Menu: "File - New Book"

The Book Layout Settings Wndow is used to adjust parameters that define the book 
layout before the book is built (see  3.6 Book-Layout ).
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The Book Layout Settings Window

The "Book Layout Settings" Window is used to select the best fit setting from the 
offered options. 

See  3.6 Book-Layout  

 

After all settings had been adjusted, the folder with the selected photos can be 
dragged&dropped into this Book Layout Settings Window to build a new book 
based on the photos contained in that folder.

4.1.1 The Main Window 
The "Main Window" always just shows the built book
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There should always be a book, even after the installation and the first start of the 
program. In that case a "dummy book" with two empty pages is displayed.

🚩 Note: If the "Publish pop-up window" is displayed over the main window, it has 
to be closed first! Otherwise the folder with Photos cannot be copied via 
drag&drop into the main window and a new new book cannot be built!!
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4.2 Select Folder before starting Mz3 Photobook

It is possible to assign the folder to the program even before starting the Mz3 Photobook 
Program.

This can be done in the following way:

Drag folder onto the mz3Photobook icon on the desktop. 
This will start the program and create a new book with the name and content of 
the folder.

Option for "experts" 
You also can start the program via the Windows console (cmd). 
In this case the path to the folder wth the selected photos can be added to the 
command line as  program parameter.
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5.1 Details of the "Publish Overview"

Everything related to publishing the book is combined in the windoe

You can open this window (to be precise: it is a "modal" pop-up window that covers and 
blocks the main window) via the Menu Option "File - Publish Features"

Here a screenshot of the Pop-Up Window that opens right after the start of a new 
installed  
Mz3 Photobok App:

The book is in DEMO mode and therefore no activation key is available yet..

You could create an online package or an offline package via the gray "OK" buttons, but 
normally a product key (license key) should be entered first. 
See  2.2 Registration-Window   and  2.3 Assign License to the current Book   

After a license has been assigned to the book via the registration window, the two now 
green "OK" buttons can be used to start the creation of the two packages versions.
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5.2. Create an Online Package

Click the "OK" Button in the "Player" Column

Then all steps to create a package run fully automatically. An "Online Package" is built. 
This is a special folder with all files and folders, that in a final step have to be uploaded to 
the server, so the book can be viewed in the Internet.  
The current "publishing step" is reported to give some feed back about the process. 
The full process can take a while, if the book is large...

The first step, requesting an activation key, is done in an instant so you not even will see 
the  respective hint ;-)

The next step, creating all thumbnailstake a bit longer and is reported this way:

Afterwards all files that are needed for the online version (also called server, player or 
internet version) are gathered.

A little status window in the top left corner provides more details about the queue of files 
to be copied.:
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After the process is finished, i.e. when the package is completely assembled, the Publish 
Overview Window looks like this:

The path where the  package has to be uploaded and which is used to display the book 
in a browser is highlighted in the screenshot above.

There is a new green button in the second row that can be used to open the Online 
Package Folder in the Windows file explorer or the macOS finder. There you'll find all 
collected files and folders. 

Either select the parent folder and upload that folder with any FTP program to the correct 
BASE URL on your server. Or first create a correctly named folder in the BASE URL path 
on your server and then upload all files/folders in the Online Package into that new 
folder.

🚩 Note: The "Online Package Button" is turned gray, because it doesn't make 
sense to create the same package again...

→  Content  
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5.3 Upload Online Buch to Server

In order to view the book in any modern browser (even with a smartphone) over the Internet, it 
must be located on a server.

Server space is cheap to get. Often one already has a website and internet presence and thus 
access to his own server. Even if e.g. Wordpress can transfer files via the media management 
without FTP to the server, you have to access configuraton files via FTP, at the latest in case of 
problems. So it is worthwhile in several respects to deal with a FTP program.

There are many programs that offer this functionality.

Here are two examples, if you do a browser search with keywords like "FTP program free" or 
similar you will quickly find many more alternatives and tutorials:

 Filezilla

 cyberduck

A free, very powerful FTP program für Windows and    macOS

Ebenfalls kostenlos und leistungsfähig und auch für Windows und 
macOS

An online book can be easily transferred to the appropriate folder on the server using any FTP 
program. The path is displayed in the "Publish overview" Window:

Once the online package was uploaded to the server, it can be viewed in any browser by calling 
the book address (https://mz3-photobook.de/Photos/Smartphone Photos in this example):

https://mz3-photobook.de/Photos/SmartphonePhotos
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5.4 View an Online Book

Nothing easier than that!

Any modern browser can be used for viewing.

It is sufficient to enter the book address, and the book will open and can be operated.

Even on laptops, PAD computers and smartphones the book will be displayed.

Due to the system constraints, books on smartphone are not ideal, because the screen 
usually is pretty small. But for viewing photos it is definitely an option.

Example of an open book in an old Smartphone (Nokia 8):

After a click on the red marker, the EXIF Data (camara data and map) is shown:
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Zurück:  Deleted page  

→  Content  
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5.5 Create an Offline Package

The green button on the right, i.e. withon the "viewer" column", is used to start the 
publish process for an Offline Package. An Offline Package contains a single file: A zipped 
file with the Book Name as file name and the extension .mz3z. An Offline Package also is 
called synonomously "Viewer- or Local Package, because it is used in the Mz3 Viewer on 
a local Windows or macOS PC:

Auch der Fortschritt dieser Aktion wird angezeigt:

 

Again, a little status windows on the top left shows the status:  
The current size of the package and the number of remaining files to be copied.

Once the package is created, the view is displayed in the "Publish Overview Window" 
with two new green buttons:
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Middle button (1st green button in the viewer column)

This button opens the Offline Package folder with the only file: In this case the file 
"Smartphone Photos.mz3z", which is the zipped folder with all files and folders needed 
for Mz3 Viewer. 
The name is the book name, and the extension is .mz3z 
This special extension helps to assign this kind of files to Mz3 Viewer, with the result that 
a double click on the file starts Mz3 Viewer and opens the respective book.

Instead of starting the viewer with a double click, you also can drag&drop the z3z file on 
the Mz3 Viewer program icon on the desktop. 
Or if the viewer already is running, you also can drag&drop your book (the "mz3z-file") 
into the Mz3 Viewer Window.

The mz3z file can be sent to those you want to share your book with. 

In our opinion one excellent option to share that file is making use of the services of 
https://wetransfer.com/

Lower green button in the viewer column

This button starts Mz3 Viewer (if it is not already open) an passes the current book data, 
so the current book is immediately shown in the viewer. This is exactly how your users 
will see the book. 

This should be the final step and proof, everything is working as expected.

In most cases the main window, that also shows the book, is suffcient to check the 
results.

https://wetransfer.com/
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5.5 Create an Offline Package
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5.7 View Offline Books

To view an offline book, the free Mz3 Viewer is required.

You can download the free Mz3 Viewer as  or  APP from our 
website.

  Windows   macOS

You have these options to show a book in Mz3 Viewer::

Drag a Mz3 Viewer File to the MZ3 Viewer Programm-Icon

Double click a Mz3 Viewer File.

Drag a Mz3 Viewer File into an already opened Mz3 Viewer Program Window.

Open Mz3 Viewer using the respective button in the "Publish-Overview" Window. 
If Mz3 Viewer already is opened and running, the current book will be sent to Mz3 
Viewer and then used and shown.  
Don't be surprised if you do not see the "usual" action, i.e. Mz3 Viewer opening in 
front of Mz3 Photobook! In that case Mz3 Viewer will be running, perhaps even 
minimized. 
Search for it  in such case ;-)

Mz3 Viewer presents the book very similar to the way Mz3 Photobook si showing it.  
This is no coincidence, since both programs make use of the same MegaZine3 core.
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🚩 Hint: if you hover over the "preview bubbles" that represent a related page each 
(located  at the bottom of the window), you will see thumbnails of the pages in 
the middle of the open book. These bubbles help to quickly navigate to other 
pages with a click on the respective bubble.

→  Content  
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5.8 EXIF Data View

If the displayed images are indeed photos and contain EXIF data, they can best be viewed 
in a browser. But also Mz3Viewer supports some features.

Mz3 Viewer Option
Also in mz3Viewer Image Title and Caption are shown; similar to the way they are shown 
in the Online Version. And even the red marker works; but differently:

No Pop-Up opens but the map with a marker indicating the camera position  in the 
standard browser window. No other EXIF Data is shown (like camera data).

Please be aware the it might take a while before the map is shown in the browser. 
Sometimes the first download of the map tiles can last several seconds! 
Consecutive calls usually are much faster; so please be patient ;-)
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Presentation of an Online Book in a Browser
Im Browser dagegen erfolgt die Anzeige nach einem Klick auf den roten Marker sehr 
schnell und komfortabel in einer Art "Lightbox":

Eine coole Sache ;-)

→  Content  
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6.1 Menu Item "Optional Modifications"

There is a dedicated menu item with two sub-items to offer adjustments for several many 
properties; even after the book has been created.

6.2 Change Image Description  

6.3 Modify Page Layout  

Advantage:

Many settings can be changed:

Add a header/title on top of any (!) image

Add and change image descriptions

Change text sizes of header and aption

Set page colors per page (!)

Change frame width per image (!), also in finer steps

Change frame colors per image

These options can be used to very quickly and without recreating a book again and again 
change settings and test the "effect", to determine the best combination of color and text 
size to use for the final book.

🚩 Note: these settings are not saved in the images!

If image captions that had been added as meta-data are modified or new ones created, 
those texts are not be changed or added in the meta data of the images! 

Also, all page-by-page adjustments of colors and texts will be reset when a new book is 
created! 

Therefore our recommendation:
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As soon as you have found your "ideal" parameters and plan to create the book again 
from photos (e.g. because images changed), make a note of the settings so you can 
reproduce everything in the newly created book!

→  Content  
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6.2 Change Image Description

After selecting this menu item, a window opens where image heading and caption can be 
entered. Values already entered as Meta-Data are shown and can be changed.

The result:

→  Content  
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6.3 Modify Page Layout

You also can adust the Page Color and Frame Color and Size:

And this is the result:

→  Content  
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7.1 Installation Questions

7.1.1 Where do I find the Software?
The latest program versions with notes on the latest changes can always be found here, both for Windows and macOS.

7.1.2 Do I have to install Mz3 Viewer?
Not at all. But it can be a big help to double check the created Offline Version! 

And it is very comfortable using Mz3 Viewer:  
The current book is opened with a single click on the respective button in the "Publish" Window

Mz3 Photobook Mz3 Photobook

Mz3 Viewer Mz3 Viewer

Mz3 Tool6 Mz3 Tool6

All: 3 All: 3

Windows macOS

1

2

3

https://vservu.de/rc
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Photobook.exe
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Photobook.pkg
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Viewer.exe
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Viewer.pkg
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Tool6.exe
https://vservu.de/rc/mz3Tool6r.pkg
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7.2 Registration and Licenses Questions

7.2.1 Why is there a "poweredBy image on Pages"?

This Image is a "watermark". It is shown, if the book is in DEMO Mode, i.e. no product key was assigned yet.

Once a License was assigned (see  2.3 In-App Purchase (SHOP Button) ), the book still has to be published, before the 
license is added to the published book.



This is what the related "OK" Buton in the "Publish Overview Window" is for:

Once the book was published with a dedicated license key (product key), the watermark is removed from the book.

7.2.2 Can I publish and show  more than one book in the Internet?
Sure, yes! 
Although only one activation key is included in the license, additional activation keys can be added when purchasing the 
Mz3 Photobook license; at particularly favorable conditions:

Later the "SHOP" button in the registration window can be used to open the store and order more keys. For the purchase 
of activation keys the SHOP button must be used, because this adds the product key to the order so the activation key 
can be added to the current selected product!
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Using the SHOP Button not only passes the product key but also prefills the contact data fields.

This makes a purchase easy and fast. 
As said before: The standard prices of the "In-App-Purchase" are higher than the prices you will get when you by the keys 
together with the Product-License:

7.1.3 When should I consider the "big Brother" License  mz3Tool6 ?
Here the 3 main arguments:

Commercial Use 
It is allowed to "earn money" even with a mz3Photobook license. But only by selling ads in the books. Not through 
the sale of the books themselves! 
With mz3Tool3 you are allowed to sell your books. 

Wide range of functions and features 
With mz3Tool6, apart from images, many more "elements" are available for the page content, e.g.:

Own videos locally from server

Embedded Videos from youtube und vimeo

Links (to pages within the book and external Websites)

Sound

Additional "Search/SEO Window"

Custom Logo

Multilingual Books 

Many more parameters to configure almost everything 
With over 100 Parameter to tweak you have big influence to adjust the look&feel of the book, e.g.:

Page and Book Background Colors

Book Background Image

Navigation Bar or Burger Menu with customizable content

Switch on/off fields like page numbers 

Create Books out of PDF Files

If you are willing to dig deeper and are not afraid of many menus and parameters and need some of the additional 
options, you will learn to love mz3Tool3 ;-)

All: 2 All: 2

In-App Purchase Add-On to Product Order

1

2
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But it also makes sense to work with mz3Photobook before to get familiar with the basics of MegaZine3.

mz3Tool6 can also be tested as DEMO version for free.! 
Almost all functions are supported in the DEMO version. This way you can develop a feeling whether mz3Tool6 is suitable 
or too complex and difficult.

7.2.4 May Licenses be deleted?
Yes, but why?

It is possible, but not via an operation in Mz3 Photobook.

The information about licenses and BASIS URLs is stored in a program specific folder. On a Windows computer the folder 
is located under this path:

PowerShell

C:\Users\(user name)\AppData\Roaming\de.megazine3.air.mz3Photobook\Local Store\licenseKeys1

In this folder you'll find the sub folders "baseUrls" and "productKeys".

Both folders should contain the same number of files, even with the same name. The file names correspond to the 
license key (product key).

Each file located within the "baseUrls folder" contains the BASIS URL related to its name, i.e. the license key.

Each file located in the productKey folder contains the last answer on a DB request from the MegaZine3 
server, which contains details about the license purchase and assigend/used activation keys.

To remove a license that is no longer needed, simply remove the corresponding files in the "product key and base 
URL " folders.

It is recommended to remove a possible link to a book in the "registration window" beforehand (i.e. set the book 
to DEMO mode or assign another license).

7.2.5 May the program be installed multiple times?
Yes!

Mz3 Photobook may be installed on any number of computers!

The program itself is available for download free of charge.

The value is in the product license and activation keys.

Only with a product license, i.e. after entering a license key, books can be created without watermarks.

Online books additionally require an assigned activation key for each book or Internet address.
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The automatic request for an activation key is made with the license key. If all purchased activation keys are assigned to a 
book, i.e. activated, further online books can only be published if either assigned activation keys are removed (the 
assigned books then go into DEMO mode) or additional activation keys are purchased.

Therefore, the program may be installed and operated simultaneously and multiple times on Windows and macOS 
computers.

However, license keys may only be used within one's own household and may not be passed on (see the answer in the 
next section: 7.2.7).

7.2.6 May I share my License Key with others?
No, but ...

The license key is a personal key assigned to the buyer of the key.

It must not be shared with 3rd party individuals.

🚩 Exception: Family use 
Within a family or partners in the same household the key may be shared!

Even if the number of published online books is limited and controlled via the activation keys, an unlimited number of 
online books could be created by any user who knows the product key!

And he could in turn pass on the license key uncontrolled.

Since everyone with the product key can also use and delete the activation keys bound to the license, there is a big risk for 
the rightful owner of a license key that "his" activation keys are used up, and his books are suddenly displayed with 
watermarks because the activation key was removed/released by others!

We also ask for a "fair use", i.e. not to abuse our trust.

That's also in your own interest!

Additionally we reserve the right to deactivate a license, if we detect abuse.

7.2.8 May the same product key be used on different computers?
Yes, and Mz3 Photobook supports this best possible!

If an activation key from the pool activation key linked to the license has already been activated/assigned to a book, the 
base URL is known and automatically used; no need to  enter it again!

If no activation key has been assigned yet, a base URL must be entered.  
However, please be sure that the same base address is used on all computers!  
Otherwise the computer, where an activation is activated/assigned to a book first, that computer "grabs" his base URL. 
Aand if on another computer with the same license (and possibly different BASE URL) requests an activation key or in case 
Mz3 Photobook is restarted, that activation key is detected and with it the BASE URL, which will overwrite the "own" Base 
URL. What could create "irritations" ;-).

→  Content  
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7.3 Preparation Questions

7.3.1 Do I always need a Photo Book Folder?
In principle yes ;-)

All photos that should appear in a book must be in the same folder.

The selection of individual photos via a program-controlled "explorer", as is 
alternatively possible with Mz3 Tool6, is not supported in Mz3 Photobook.

Therefore, it (almost) always makes sense to create a book by dragging and dropping 
this folder.

Advantages:

A book can be quickly recreated over and over again 
You can be sure that the next book will contain the same photos; unless you 
have specifically deleted or added photos. But the folder always also 
represents the contents of the book

There is a bug in the programming environment used by Mz3 Tool6 (Adobe 
AIR): 
If too many individual photos are selected via a program-controlled 
"Exoplorer", program crashes occur. According to our experience, this limit is 
quite high:  
At approx. > 150 photos. But it also depends on the size of the photos and 
cannot be intercepted and detected in time by the program like usually all 
other types of errors are.  
This can confuse users a lot...

You can name the folder that is created especially for Mz3 Photobook  as the 
desired book name . If you copy single photos, the folder name may not be as 
you'd like it to be. 
Renaming a folder in use by probably other programs can cause problems 
(Lightroom is such a candidate!).

Exception:

For a quick test with a few photos, you can also select individual photos from the 
prepared folder and then drag them directly into the Mz3 Photobook program 
instead of the folder.

This can be very helpful for quick tests, because you don't have to wait too long for 
the book creation.
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7.3.2 Is a GEO position always required?
No, not necessarily!

If the camera supports Meta/EXIF data but cannot save a position, this camera data 
can also be displayed in an Online book without GPS position. The map is missing in 
this case, of course.

But in the Offline version only the display of the GPS position (in a browser!) and the 
image description is supported. But no camera or other data like e.g. the date of 
capture.

→  Content  
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7.4 Book creation questions

7.4.1 What happens if I delete the BASIS URL file?
The file where Mz3 Photobook saves the path to the online book is a program 
internal file and should not be touched!

Which files Mz3 Photobook uses internally is not a secret, though. In exceptional 
situations it can be helpful to intervene. But please only in consultation with us...  to 
avoid bigger problems!

The file with the base address is critical and "system relevant" ;-)

Background information: 

If it is deleted, the next time the program is started, the corresponding license key 
will be deleted as well and at least the license key must be entered again.

Activations are stored on the server (together with the base URL) and will be 
displayed again after entering the associated license key and in that case also the 
base address will be "restored" again.

But the affected books must be recreated, because if the activation is missing or the 
program key is not found, the affected online and offline books may be deleted!

So please be very careful when accessing the local, program-internal files!

But if you want to know where they are located... Here you go ;-) :

PowerShell

C:\Users\(user name)\AppData\Roaming\de.megazine3.air.mz3Photobook\Local Store1

→  Content  
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7.5 Publishing Questions

7.5.1 What is the difference between and Offline and Online Version?
These are two independent and different ways to display a finished book!  
Each variant has its own advantages and disadvantages:

→  Content  

Display the Book with: Mz3 Viewer Display with: Browser and Mz3 Player

The book data (an "mz3z" ZIP file) is stored 
locally on the computer or local network 
and can be viewed on any Windows or 
macOS Pc with access to the "mz3z file" 
using the Mz3 Viewer.

The book data is stored externally on a server 
and displayed via the Internet in any modern 
browser with the JavaScript program  
"Mz3 Player".

Advantages Offline Variante Advantages Online Variante

No Internet connection is required. 
Access to the book is "under control". 
For quick viewing and testing, there is no 
need to transfer data to a server first. 
You don't need your own "webspace" and 
"domain" and no special IT knowledge.

All devices which a modern browser are 
supported; including smartphones. 
Access the book anytime and anywhere. 
No software (Mz3 Viewer) needs to be installed. 
Besides the GEO position, other metadata is also 
displayed in a lightbox.

Nachteile Offline Variante Nachteile Online Variante

No smartphone support. 
Mz3Viewer must be loaded and installed. 
Files must be sent to each interested 
viewer. 
Only the GEO position is displayed (in the 
browser; internet connection required!) and 
no other meta data.

A fast Internet connection is necessary both for 
provision (upload to the server) and for display. 
To upload to the server, you have to install and 
operate an FTP program and you need your own 
domain or at least access to a server space. 
For a display on your local computer (for a quick 
test) knowledge of installing and using a local 
server (e.g. XAMPP) is necessary.

All: 6 All: 6

Offline Buch Online Buch
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3

4

5
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